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Comments share community content is available at CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Comments Share Start game playing as a guest and DO NOT link your account. To re-enroll, choose one of the following methods: Method 1: Change the IMEI Close Application, clear the application cache (do not delete the data).
Then continue to change your IMEI. Method 2: Offshor the transfer of account data to your account to another device. Restart the application. Repeat from step 1 again. Community content is available at CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. First, download the game from your device After you download the game to iOS
or Android, you need to sign in or make an account. You can use the miHoYo, Google or Facebook system. On iOS, you can make a guest account, but note that a guest account isn't being used. Before you make an account, consider whether you're in the right region. Either it will say America or Europe in the upper
right corner of the sign-in screen (see below). An account can have a profile of America and Europe, but they are separate profiles with separate valquaries / articles / equipment / crystals / etc ... Login screen. Consider the 3 account and region america options in the top right corner. If you intend to re-enroll in a Range S
battle suit, or a specific battle suit, it's best to create iterative miHoYo accounts (e.g. Account1, Account2, etc...) to make it easier to use. Initial game[edit |' Edition] As with most mobile games, there is a section of the game that must be brought forward in order to make the initial rolls. In the case of Honkai Impact 3rd,
you must progress although the entire chapter 1, Act 1 (5 stages), and the first stage of Chapter 1, Act 2. Between and during stages, Ai-chan will be interrupted frequently to explain the mechanics of the game/ system. Tutoring sections will take approximately 20-30 minutes to complete. Once you have completed the
first 6 stages (you will do a demonstration roll at the end and you will receive the Crimson Impulse combat suit by Raiden Mei) you will be able to shoot on the Supply menu. Before doing so, be sure to claim all the crystals available to you: Claim anything under the mission of the Missions icon history on the Home
Screen Claim All Mail home screen icon Claim the Star Of Self Bounties of the Pet Icon | at the bottom left of each act's screen (see below) Rolling[edit an edit source] Enter the Feed menu from the Home screen, and then select the average option, Feeds. Here you can choose a banner to roll. The Standard Supply
Banner is always around and contains B, A, and S ranks for Kiana, Mei, Bronya, and Himeko. There is usually a running-centered supply banner, although its contents vary. Both Standard and Focus Supply Banners provide a warranty after 10 rolls (either 10 singles, or a multi, or a combination), so it's best to choose a
banner and shoot singles. The results of the following roll are considered very good: S rank battlesuit - pulling one is extremely rare (1.5% chance) and are very useful for the early game Multiples a range of battle suits - especially if they are different types than the battle suits that are given away for free (Kiana's White
Comet - Mecha, Mei's Crimson Impulse - Creature, and the Battle Storm of Himeko - Creature are all free at first Bronya's Yamabuki armor and Kiana's divine prayer are excellent choices, as they are the two battle suits that can heal, and are psychic in type. If you are aiming for a specific S range, be prepared to do 50
or more rerolls, and about 20 if you are aiming for a specific A range. Just remember that it is possible to get all the battle suits over time by collecting fragments, so getting any A rank is usually a good start. This is an example of a very good roll. Note range 2 S, 1 A range and 1 4 * Stigmat. This is a statistically crazy roll
and this account should be kept in all circumstances. Re-enroll[edit |' Edit] To start a new account, simply force the application to close and restart it. Tap Switch account to your Home screen instead of tapping anywhere to enter the game with your previous account. Then follow the steps in the Initial Play section again.
While creating a miHoYo account or linking your account to a Facebook or Google Account, you'll be able to sign back in later. Essentials Guide vol.2Author:Reinbex Presentation date: 2020-08-01 Views:5300 Hello, this is a guide for captains around, approaching, or is level 80 or even captains returned! The guide
serves as a general basis for what is still good, is good now, and/or are no longer a priority for the recent v4.1. After reading this, you should have a better idea about how to optimize your game! Keep in mind that I'm not going to cover everything as an encyclopedia, but I'll cover some pretty important ideas that I think all
captains should know by the time they reached level 80. If you want to read the first volume, the link will be provided. Note that information that may conflict between this guide and the previous guide, the newest guide information is more up-to-date. Aphixes Content Table Seemingly trivial at first, but afxos are very
important in the competitive scene, especially in late play. The small bonuses afixes bring can be the difference between a good score and a terrible score. It is not recommended to re-enroll most of the no 4* stigmas because most of them are useless late game. The cores of Normal can be obtained through: Witch
Runner - 300 Witch Orbs for 300 NCCs (99 Daily Purchases) Opening a Mini Wafter Blackbox (Don't Always Drop NCCs) Overworld Cycle Rewards Battle Arsenal - 30 Gold Pins for 150 NCCs (10 Weekly Shopping) Asterite Shop - 150 Asterites for 30 NCCs (50 Purchases Daily) Saving a 2* Stigmat - 15 NCCS NCCS
Piece Saving a 3* Stigma - 240 NCCS A Piece Saving a 4* - 750 NCCS Stigma a Piece Note that saving exclusive stigmas of events will not yield any NCCs The following are the types of afixes that can be obtained, with Green forever recommended, Yellow for sometimes, and Red for ever. Crystal Flashtanks have very
few windows of opportunity for use. If you have a stigma with only 1 bonfix unlocked, you can use crystal flashtank to unlock the new slot and hopefully it will be a good second affix. If it's good, you won't have to re-sign up and lose your first good affix. It is the most difficult element to achieve among affix elements. It can
blow an affix for a random amount. Unfortunately, you can only use wafer data streams ten times for stigmas and one or two wafer data streams can never buff enough suffixes. If you have one, I suggest using it only on the best pair of afixos on your stigmat to increase its potency; it is often used in getting you a high
score in Abyss/MA after there is nothing you can improve on. The re-entering device: ATK, costs a lot of CCC to target re-filtering, but can increase the chances of rolling a good set of afixes. A re-roller with twofixes on a 4* Stigmata costs 40 CCC per reroll, but can take many attempts before you can get the pair of
afixes you want. You can buy these items at the Asterite store for 210 CCC per re-register device. This means it will cost you 510 CCC for oriented rerolls. (510/40 = 12.75 ~&gt; 13 regular rolls). The reason it's good is that it provides you with confident Level 3 offensive afixes, but not all offensive afixes are good, as
mentioned in the graph above. Here's the list of potential afixes you can target: ATK Gain CRT Gain Crit DMG Deal Extra DMG to Shields back to the top F2P Weapons/Stigmatas to Obtain There are updates to the list in vol.1 here for f2p gear you should also get your hands on. The Sword of Dark Xuanyuan costs 150
AE Imaginons in the Casting and is a good and niche Memorial Arena. It's good to save a few seconds on the timer and set up debuffs/buffs as well as QTE(s). With Theresa's recent reworking: Gluttony T on 4.1, Gluttony T is better than ever! It can provide your computer with a maximum potential of 24% Total DMG
Multiplier! For more information on this stigmatization, you can visit this link: Jingwei M is another stigmatization piece of the Jingwei set that is useful. It's a good M piece of fire for Phoenix and flame Sakitama when DPSing. Edwin Hubble T is a supportive stigmatist who has two uses of niche. Due to its 100% but short
duration of a freezing debuff, Hubble T can be used to trigger QTE of valkyries or prevent Hefest from regenerating its yellow meter. In 4.1, several Stigmas have been added to the Reward craft list. Among these, only 3 are worth it Per. Going from left to right, Kaslana Siegfried M is the best version of Theresa: Origins
M, in which she can shorten the host's gun CD by 40%. It is a great piece of goal and quality of life. Nagamitsu M is a good M-piece option for Valquaris Lightning DMG DPS, induces lightning DMG intake-debuff to all enemies that are close to the host. And finally, Kepler M is a niche and better version of Rinaldo M. It
can provide the host with a debuff-inducing status that inflicts a paralysis of the AOE for 2 years after the shouting strike. back to the PRI-ARMs Superior priority priority list One of the many questions players have as they approach level 81 is what PRI-ARMs should aspire to? Here I will provide a graphic for what you
should aim for: back on top of S-rank Valkyries (gacha-only) We will cover some discussion of information about some S. Herrscher rows of Thunder vs. Hawk fog to be it simply, HoT can do everything HF can do, but better, and then a little more coverage. HoT has the power to achieve some ridiculously high scores.
HoT can get much better scores than HF can for less effort. There is a much smaller skill requirement for HoT teams. However, HF can also get very high scores as well. HF can perform most of what it is capable of with a mainly f2p kit. She can excel in rapid bursts of damage through evading ult+ ult. The only gear I
would have difficulty acquiring would be the interchangeable Nuada and Mei: Beach Party M gloves. However, HF prefers Monet T + Goemon MB, the best versatile lightning stigmas. But if you don't have the best equipment for HF and are able to afford to pull them, it's better just with the goal of HoT and its gears.
Otherwise, just keep your wallet safe just with the goal of the HF. TL's most F2P friendly gearkit: DR When both are fully oriented, HoT does much better in all areas than HF are good and more, while also requiring less player skill, but HF with F2p equipment can still do almost as good in most areas than HF can in its
best team , while also requiring more player skill. Vermillion Knight vs. Herrscher of Reason now out of concern for the previous essential guide. Some readers were concerned that Vermillion Knight was rated much higher than Herrscher of Reason in Gacha's list of recommended S-ranks. I would like to address this
concern. The list provided in the above guide consists of all valkyries I think players should strive to achieve. Those who are not in the would be optional. The reason I placed HoR in the other category was due to the lower scoring performance at Memorial Arena which she is capable of as just S-rank compared to
Vermillion Knight. However, it can be noted that teams that VK are compared to HoR are much less f2p friendly. That said, at the time of writing this guide, v4.2 has confirmed PRI-ARMs of both Godslayer Surtr and Might of An-Utu. With these confirmations, VK will be consolidated as a stronger valkyry than HoR for the
coming months. You have reached the end of this stigmas guide! I hope you enjoyed reading this guide! If you want to visit me, my discord DD is Reinbex #1347. My Navy ID (NA) is 1019 and the link discord . If you have any questions or just want to visit, feel free to say hello! back to top page 2Ver. 4.5 Patch
OverviewAuthor:Kopenych &amp;&amp; A.E.N Presentation date: 2021-01-17 Views:133Global, Kopenych - 201289151 A.E.N. - 200287040 Hello, Captain! Welcome to version 4.5 Patch Overview by Kopenych &amp;amp; A.E.N.! The long-awaited collaboration of Honkai Impact 3rd x EVANGELION is finally coming to
Global, so we can shed some light on the upcoming update details! Let's see all the news together! WARNING: All information is based on beta 4.5. Also keep in mind that the update to version 4.5 contains an exclusive collaboration between two titles, so we have something very important to tell you: According to the
agreement with the lime holder, Asuka, collab equipment and dresses will never be available again after the collab ends. Don't wait too long if you want to grab this exclusive version, all will be available only once! so, let's start! HI3 x EVA Collaboration The awakening of other travelers in the world. The unidentified
invasive creature. The colossal mech of berserk. Fight, entanglement, survival, trust... The incessant notes are lied to by the movement of the new century. The alarm heralded a new crisis and the Angels are here to destroy! The long-awaited collaboration is finally here to slightly change the usual environment - look at
this gorgeous captain's girlfriend-... hangar mecha? The new version will transform the user interface into an EVANGELION-style theme, and the background music will also change! We also need to underline some very important things about version 4.5 for you to know, so it is strictly recommended to keep them in
mind: All content available on 4.5 is EXCLUSIVE and can only be obtained in this update version. The weapons, stigmas, costumes and emblems relevant to this collab do not count towards their collection achievements. New Battle Suit: Blazing Hope Rank: SP Type Valkyrie: BIO Type of Damage: Physical Function:
Damage Distributor Collab SP Valkyrie Strikes! The girl from another world conquers obstacles with her crimson spear and the ordeals with absolute confidence! Asuka Blazing Hope's SP battle suit debuts! She is a melee bio battle suit physical distributor DMG who can deal with massive damage with accused attacks
by building field energy. His latest increases his damage production and Your Finisher summons a gigantic spear to attack enemies for lethal AOE physical damage! Sweep the battlefield with crimson spear and impale enemies with the absolute power of Asuka! How to Get Blazing Hope Hope Fragments: [4.5] Only
Collab Event New Century: up to 100 snippets available at Event Shop. [Only 4.5] SP Valkyrie Supply Equipment Asuka is a new and unique case for Honkai Impact 3, so you should pay attention to their gears, as the collab team will be available for a limited time if you aim to get Blazing Hope. However, don't worry if
you skip anything! Even if it fails to achieve its signature stigma set, it promises to introduce a new one when version 4.5 ends to provide a replacement that will be interchangeable and unrelated to collab. Your signature gun Lance of Longinus, on the other hand, won't have any alternative, so you can take it if you want.
Lance of Longinus looks elegant as hell anyway, don't you think so? Don't forget to check all the options with other gears if you want to find an alternative! Greater thanks to Marisa Honkai and other captains for the translation of this table. Special event: New Century The awakening traveler from other worlds. The
unidentified hostile creature. The colossal mech of berserk. The wheels began to turn when a girl named Mei set foot in Nagazora. The apostles named after Angels are approaching. Can war-wrapped girls stay true to their hearts? The main event of the Collab Nou Segle takes place! Participate in the event and get a
special character, special dress, commemorative stigma, commemorative emblem, and much more! Misato (T) – Host offers 10% physical bonus DMG; - QTE offers 10% physical DMG bonus. New Teams New Weapons, New Sets of Stigma, and a New PRI-ARM Joined Arsenals Hyperion! Lance of Longinus Source:
Equipment Expansion Supply (LIMITED) Weapons Skill: 0 SP Cooldown: 25 sec Trigger a 50% physical DMG ATK thrust deal. Against enemies not in invincibility or the iron body, this attack triggers a launch to control enemies and treat 90% + 1400% physical DMG ATK. During certain enemy movements and when the
active button is flashing, a launch counter can be performed unconditionally, controlling enemies and treating 20% + 800% physical DMG ATK (does not reset cd). The last kick of the strip offers 50% bonus damage to shields. - [Only Asuka] Attack loaded, Coincidental time and final finish deal 15% total DMG bonus and
have 15% bonus shout rate. Passive Effects: Wielder offers 30% bonus Physics DMG throws enemy mark for 30 sec (you can refresh). When His teammate's Combo or Charged ATKs hit marked enemies, Lance of Longinus emerges to help, treating 100% Physical DMG ATK (DMG source: teammate). Shared team CD:

3 seconds. [Only Asuka] Lance of the attacks of Longinus restore 3 SP for Asuka. New set of stigma - Kids (LIMITED) *The translation of 3 pieces bonus seems to be written with an error in BETA, so we changed it to a better version. Beta content is subject to change, see descriptions of the actual update. Real. in
Acheron: Kindred Source: PRI-Arm crafting Charged ATKs create petals that transform into 5 peaks around target success, each treating 100% ATK of AOE Physical DMG (CD: 7 sec). It can be reset by Ultimate. [Only stigmaian nymph] 7 spikes are created. Passive effects: Upon entering battle or casting Ultimate,
wielder restores 200 HP instantly and has 10% bonus shout rate as well as 36% DMG Scream for 10 sec. The Wielder earns 26% physical DMG. No, no. Saule: Bonuses above the last 14 seconds | Veliona: The previous DMG Scream bonus changed to 70% [Stygian nymph only] Earnings 36% Total DMG Multiplier by
Mark Damage Dark Star Source: Team Expansion/Focus Supply Loaded Cannon: Single Shot/Empowered Double Shot/Triple Superfood Shot. Weapon skill: 12 SP Cooldown: 25 sec Attack the target to deal with the 400% physical DMG ATK within 4m and create a Umbral zone around the 7 second target, treating 30%
physical DMG ATK by 0.3 sec for 5 seconds (you can refresh). Enemy kills within the proc 400% ATK zone of Physical DMG in a large area and expand the range of the area by 1 m (6 m max. Passive Effects: The team deals with 15% DMG Physical bonus to bloody enemies (can't stack) New set of stigma - Detective
Fog Battle Pass Elite Works update comes with Star Shatterer: Vikrant, Dirac, and Planck on board! Paladin Battle Pass also contains a commemorative frame border for version 4.5: Prima Power Ribbon! This time Battle Pass also contains a special version of Yae Sakura's Darkbolt Jonin - Shiden Kasumi team.
WARNING: LUCION YELLOW expires at the end of this patch. Be sure to use it before it becomes 15 Torus each! Dresses This time this section includes a wide range of time-limited collaboration outfits, don't miss this rare opportunity to grab something to your liking! Let's take a look at the GIF showcases of all
upcoming equipment for version 4.5! No, no, no, no. Blazing Hope - Auburn Sync PS Source: Special Event New Century [LIMITED] Valkyrie Ranger (Drifter Vacuum) - Peak Sync PS Source: 40 strip on eve equipment supply [LIMITED] Herrscher of reason - Bestial Afterburn Source: Important equipment supply: You
can choose one of two versions of this equipment in supply. Maximum guaranteed drop at 10 pulls/9600 crystal. After obtaining the first equipment, the second will be available for 1800 crystal in the store. No, no, no, no. Herrscher of Reason - Ultraviolet Kinetik Source: Outfit Supply Darkbolt Jonin - Shiden Kasumi
Source: Knight Battle Pass Chapter 22 Fear, Anger, Despair... What will be your choices once the truth is no longer a secret? Story Chapter 22 Me and I is coming soon! Participate in the limited time event to get Box of optional Rebel Blades stigmas, 300 Crystals and many other rewards! You can choose any piece of
rebel leaves set if you missed something or get Asterite Asterite 000 instead. Game modes All stages of hard and supreme history that do not support expeditions have been removed from the Story system, and the others are moved and reorganized by a new system. Don't worry: all unre completed challenge target
crystals, compensation materials will be reissues for the first time and the first time stamina is cleared. Bounty Mark/Foundry The event that rewards Bounty Silvers for completing reward tasks to buy ghosts at Bounty Shop is prolonged to version 4.5. PRI-ARM Way to Acheron: Kindred can now be forged. Ranger arms
cross and Tesla Band stigma set can now be forged. Adjusted the forging limit of theresa stigma: Origins to 3 pieces. Abyss Added [Thunderbane: Singular] time increases damages taken by 40% when paralyzed and by another 4 after recovery. This area has PSY enemies. Added [Bloodlust: Singular] time increases
total damage for 15 years after defeating an enemy, who accumulates up to 8 times and the duration of the batteries do not affect each other. This area features mech and bio enemies. Other fragments of Dimension Breaker, Black Nucleus and Blood Rose replaced earlier Valkyries; Fuxi and Bella's book snippets are
added; The daily purchase limit for all items is set to 99. Asterite Store The required access level is reduced from lvl 30 to lvl 20; Daily purchase limit of Time Structure, AE Imaginons, Normal Crystal Core and many other items is changed to 99. Mythril Shop The required access level is reduced from lvl 20 to lvl 9. War
Treasury Lightning Empress character card now available for the old Willpower x1120. Equipment recommendation system Lvl 80+ captains can order and filter equipment for damage and support when changing them; Equipment recommendations for Arena and Abyss are added. Remote sign-in After version 4.5
update, captains can force a sign-in account to sign out, and then sign in to another device. Challenges The stages of the challenge in stellar myths have been moved to combat tests to be permanently available. Dea Anchora's voice interactions and animations are activated, don't forget to check them out on the
Captain's Bridge! That's it for today – thank you so much for reading our review, I hope you like it! And it's a perfect time to watch some good old series from EVANGELION and, of course, don't forget about the next movie premiere! With love, Kopenych &amp;&amp; A.E.N. A.E.N.
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